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ERP Evolution

During the 1990s and 2000s, ERP software became essential to the corporate IT infrastructure. 

Unfortunately, by the mid-2000s, ERP software started to get a less than savory reputation. This 

bad rap was based on the price tag of ERP systems, the relative inflexibility of an integrated suite 

and the droves of ERP implementation failures that made news in the tech world.

Foreword

This document highlights on how Outcome 

supports its clients to overcome the challenges  

faced during ERP selection, ERP implementation &  

Post Implementation stages and the key to solve 

them.
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ERP - “A technology strategy that automates and links administrative 

and operational business capabilities (such as finance, HR, purchasing, 

manufacturing and distribution) with appropriate levels of integration 

that balance the benefits of vendor-delivered integration against 

business flexibility and agility.”



Challenges & Solutions

An organization, to automate the business processes always expects to derive value by

augmenting an ERP system. ERP journey is a transformation and not just a software

deployment. There are 3 stages where an organization faces challenges:
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1. When, Which & How to select an

ERP?

2. How to ensure ERP is implemented

as desired and as scheduled

3. When & How & What to assess an

ERP ?

The picture here shows the transition

during an ERP journey

Our Solutions to your Challenges

Your Challenges across the 
ERP Journey

• ERP Selection &
• Implementation 

Partner 
Selection

1. When is right time 
to have an ERP?

2. Which ERP System 
to be deployed?

3. Who can 
implement the 
ERP?

• ERP Program 
Management

• On-Going 
Control Review

• Pre Go-Live 
Review

1. How to manage the 
ERP 
implementation 
risks?

2. How to ensure the 
coverage & 
completeness of 
Process, Controls in 
the ERP?

• ERP Change 
Management

1. How to ensure 
successful adoption 
of the ERP?

• ERP Review/ 
Audit

1. How to assess the 
Integrity, Security 
& Benefits of ERP?

• Readiness Study
• Contract Review
• TCO/ROI Study

• Project Monitoring
• ERP enabled Re-engineering
• Business Blue Print Review
• Configuration Review
• Controls Awareness Workshop

• User Profiles/ SOD Review
• Integration Testing
• ERP Forensics
• Application Optimization
• Benefits Assessment



Why you need an Independent Advisor
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The answer and the reason lie in the fact that a successful ERP implementation is much more

about carefully blueprinting and strategically optimizing the client’s business processes than it

is about configuring the software. Simply stated, the key to ERP success is to approach the

implementation from the point of view that the client’s business processes should drive how

the ERP software is configured, not the other way around.

This is how an independent Advisor can help…

• To Supplement Project management efforts to bring in a neutral 

perspective on managing project risks.

• Provide Industry leading practices that can be easily mapped in the ERP 

using standard features and functionalities.

• Provide insights on defining a scalable ERP organizational structure.

• Suggest alternatives on various ERP functionalities that can be optimally 

used to map business processes

• Provide a neutral and independent opinion on project Quality issues 

with respect to:

• Process Mapping

• Adoption of leading industry practices

• Optimal utilization of ERP features and    

functionalities

• Adequacy of training and testing efforts

• Suggest best technology solution on ERP infrastructure/landscape



How we do ERP Selection?
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Selecting a new enterprise resource planning (ERP) system for your organization can be a

daunting task. There are more vendors than ever offering systems for businesses of all sizes

and across every industry niche.

Leverage Existing 
Investments

Improve by bridging 
gaps in current 

utilization 

New Technology 
Initiatives
Adopt new 

technologies to 
support business 

growth

External Focussed
Ascertain the 

need/extent of 
collaboration with 

business partners for 
seamless integration

Technology Roadmap
As an “engine”

of change in 
alignment

to business objectives
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An escalator of change for the enterprise

New dimensional
technology 

enhancements
External Partners 

and 
stakeholders

IT InitiativesTechnology 
optimization

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

Accurate Functional & Technical 
need assessment by identifying the 
needs into:

• Must Haves
• Good to Have &
• Nice to HaveIdentification need in terms of 

user base, geographic 
differences, variable taxation 
& compliance requirements

1

2

3

4

Evaluate ERP product and the 
implementation partner based on 
the organizational requirement 
existing challenges and growth 
plans.Understanding complexities 

of business & communication 
to ERP companies

We handhold you across the evolution and attain maturity for your transformation journey



How we support during ERP Implementation?
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We bring expert insights on how to plan for a smooth implementation  and avoid failures

• Manage ERP implementation project risks

• Appropriate coverage of business process mapping in the Business Blue Print (BBP) document.

• Appropriate controls are built/configured in the ERP solution

• Necessary functionalities have been configured and implemented

• Provide ‘Leading control practices’ for key business processes

• Masters and transaction data are appropriately identified and migrated to the new system

• Adequate access has been provided to the users and Necessary “Segregation of Duties” exist

• Assurance on readiness for going live on the new system



ERP Review/ Audit Services
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Why review/ Audit the ERP?
1. To assess adequacy and effectiveness of ERP or 

application controls. 
• logical access controls, 
• data entry/field validations, 
• business rules, 
• work flow rules, 
• reporting, 
• automated calculations …

• To assess of effectiveness, efficiency, confidentiality, 
integrity, availability, compliance, reliability

• To assess configurations and workflows to more 
efficiently manage controls within an application or 
ERP

• Designing and implementing configured controls 
within an application or ERP solution may help the 
efficiency of audit reviews and assist in eliminating 
control deficiencies due to manual intervention

• We have deep expertise in auditing SAP, MS Dynamics 
AX, NAV, JDEdwards and other ERP’s, as well as 
custom applications.

• Study current implementation
• Study current ERP landscape
• Study & validate roles, access 

& authorization
•Develop of End to End process 

for success of organization 

• Analysing & developing 
recommendations

• Finalized plan along with 
stakeholder and next steps

• Recommend high impact, 
low complexity solution

• Audit To Be process 
thoroughly & fine tune

• Fine tune user training & 
documentation

• Knowledge capture and 
management

• Prepare to move to steady 
state

Study Analyse

Improvement
Move to 

steady phase

01 > < 02

< 0304 >

Outcome ERP Audit services 
helps client evaluate the 
health and effectiveness of 
the current implementation. 
Our audit services are also 
designed to understand the 
gap in current 
implementation with 
reference to global best 
practices currently used by 
industry.

Our stabilization 
services are 
designed to 
customer who 
has not got 
adequate return 
on their ERP 
investment and 
the current 
implementation 
is not effective 
enough.



ERP Review/ Audit Services Coverage
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ERP Audit
Universe

Segregation of Duties
Configuration 
COA/GL

Process Flow Master Data

Transaction 
Scenario

User Access

Controls 
Mechanism

Information Flow

3 Way 
Reconciliation

Feature Utilization

Data Integrity

Change 
Management

MIS/ Reports & 
Consolidation

Business Continuity 
& Disaster 
Recovery

Forms & Templates

Back-up & Restore

3rd Party 
Integration (CRM, 
Mobile App, Bank 
etc)



Our Experience

Our customers have derived more value from their ERP through our 
Advisory and Audits. These customers benefitted by our experts and 
professional:

Technology Platform Proficiency



Contact the Expert

Gaurav Shukla
Partner: Dubai & MEA

Bhavesh Gupta
Managing Partner

UAE
1861, DMCC Business Centre, Level 1, 

Jewellery and Gemplex 3, 
Dubai, UAE

India
E-23, First Floor,

Netaji Subhash Marg, Daryaganj,
New Delhi, India, 110002

Ankit Agarwal
Leader - Technology Risk 
and Process Automation

Ankit is a Chartered Accountant having over 16 years of experience in the area of 

technology risk services and process optimization & automation, 

• the majority of which has been in project management positions within the 

specialized field of SOx, IT audit, application reviews, internal audits and data 

analytics. 

• He has led teams which have delivered SOx compliance reviews, internal and 

external audits, application reviews, data analytics, security management and 

business continuity management

• Ankit has specialized in the field of IT General Controls review, process control 

automation and verification. 

Bhavesh, a Chartered Accountant with 16 years of experience in the field of 

Change Management, Accounting & Advisory.

• He managed medium to large sized projects across geographies like India, 

Europe & UK. His past engagements includes HCL, Ernst & Young & Barclays 

• Barclays: As a Head for Global Change Management, Bhavesh was responsible 

to manage process re-engineering and automation for the overall shared 

services across the globe. 

• Ernst & Young: Bhavesh was responsible for the Risk advisory, Technology 

Selection, Application/ERP Audits & ERP program management.

Gaurav is a merit holder Chartered Accountant with 14 years of experience in the 

Process Consulting, ERP Advisory Indirect Taxation Advisory & Internal Controls 

Framework.

• He managed medium to large sized projects across geographies like India, 

Middle East, Europe, UK & USA. His past engagements includes HCL, Ernst & 

Young, Dalmia, Aircel & Barclays 

• Setting up framework, implementation & review of the Internal Financial 

Controls for businesses in India

• Design and assessment of the business processes through SOP development 

and implementation, ERP Audit & Internal Audit

• Ernst & Young: He was responsible for the Risk advisory, Technology advisory & 

program management. 

• At Aircel & Dalmia, Gaurav was heading the change and technology RE-

Engineering for having better controls and visibility to support rapid changes in 

the business.
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